“Montréal focuses on
cultural citizenship in all its
neighbourhoods so that
all Montrealers can enrich
their quality of life.”
Valérie Plante
Mayor of Montréal

ACCESSIBLE

LA VITRINE: A CONSTANTLY EVOLVING DIGITAL CENTRE
For the last 10 years, residents and visitors have
been able to learn everything about Montréal’s
performing arts by taking advantage of a veritable gold mine offered by La Vitrine. On the
program: lots of information and access to tickets
for about 4,600 performances a year.
La Vitrine provides information about more
than 1,775 cultural organizations. Reflecting
Montréal’s vitality, there is something for all
tastes: from classical music to emerging and
media arts, from the city’s best local theatre to
dance performances.

rue St. Catherine and boulevard Saint-Laurent),
and shares space with several other cultural
organizations, including Artexe, Vox and the
Regroupement des centres d’artistes autogérés
du Québec (RCAAQ).
La Vitrine is very avant-garde. The most spectacular of its projects, created in collaboration
with Moment Factory, adorns the façade of
2-22: LED video screens display the organization’s programming in real time. In the blink of
an eye, passersby can decide what to attend that
evening!

La Vitrine is located in the prestigious 2-22
Building (which opened in 2012 at the corner of

Photo: Dominique Gravel

AN INTERIOR PUBLIC SPACE WHERE CULTURE COMES TO LIFE

The former Hall des Pas perdus was entirely
redesigned in 2011, to become a veritable interior

public space where it’s fun to take in culture.

covering various cultural and artistic themes.

In 2016-2017, more than 140,000 people participated in the many activities held in the Espace
culturel Georges-Émile-Lapalme. It offers such
features as an exhibition hall and a spectacular
mosaic of 35 screens streaming digital products

This interactive space is named for Québec’s very
first cultural affairs minister (1961-1964), who
also inspired the creation of Place des Arts.

Photo: Ladislas Kadyszewski

Dance, song, exhibitions, installations, talks…
Each year, the Place des Arts Espace culturel
Georges-Émile-Lapalme is alive with hundreds
of free cultural activities.
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THE GRANDE BIBLIOTHÈQUE: KNOWLEDGE AND LOVE
Since the Grande Bibliothèque opened in 2005,
Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec
(BAnQ) has welcomed more than 33 million
visitors. With about 44,000 visits a week, the
boulevard de Maisonneuve building is the most
popular library in the Francophone world, and
one of the most visited in North America.

The BAnQ also has a web portal. It provides
access to 270 databases, more than 110,000
digitized books for borrowing, as well as millions
of digitized heritage documents. In other words,
the web portal is like your own portable Grande
Bibliothèque!
And there’s more: this beacon of knowledge
and culture is also an authentic meeting place.

Photo: Bernard Fougère

What is the cause of this infatuation? Located
in the Quartier latin, this grand public library is
very accessible and was designed to facilitate
the discovery and exploration of more than 3.5
million documents: books, magazines, news-

papers, films and disks, maps, microfilms and
more. Not to forget the institution’s rich legacy
collections.
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The institution is renowned for the quality and
comfort of its facilities and its strong community
focus. Services are offered to a variety of different
groups—children, adolescents, businesspeople,
jobseekers, people with disabilities, new immigrants, etc.—and include a wide range of cultural
activities.
Without a doubt, the Grande Bibliothèque has
taken its place in the city—and in the hearts of
Montrealers. And now, you can even enjoy a
coffee while reading a book!

NEW LIBRARIES:
ARTISTIC, GREEN AND
USER-FRIENDLY

LACHINE: BOOKS AND COFFEE
The light-filled bibliothèque Saul-Bellow
has been renovated and enlarged. It
blends the pleasures of reading with the
aroma of coffee. The space encompasses
a vast glassed-in cultural hall with reading
tiers, a corner café and terrace. Yannick
Pouliot’s artwork Perte de signal has been
integrated into the exterior architecture of
the building. Users can make literary and
artistic discoveries while sipping a tea or
coffee on the terrace.

One library’s architecture evokes a Québec
cultural star. Another was built with environmentally responsible principles in mind. Another
brings people in as much for the smell of coffee
as for the books. Yet another acts as a grand
public living room. Montréal’s libraries, which
have all benefited from a design competition are
changing—and for the better!
Thanks to these new libraries, which are also
living spaces and places for artistic expression,
Montréal is part of a vast worldwide movement
to reinvent libraries. Because the library of the
21st century is more than just a place for books!

Architects: C
 hevalier Morales
Architectes
Artwork: 	

SAINT-LAURENT: A GREEN LIBRARY

Architects: C ardinal Hardy/Labonté Marcil/
Éric Pelletier/SDK et associés/
Leroux Beaudoin Hurens
et associés
Artwork: 	 La Bourrasque ,
by Gwenaël Bélanger

Photos: Denis Labine, Ville de Montréal

A first for Montréal: the new bibliothèque
du Boisé, in the Saint-Laurent borough, has
received LEED Platinum certification. Integrated
into a protected woods, this exceptional library
is covered in a partially vegetated roof and
consumes 60 % less energy than a comparable
building. Various interior and exterior pathways,
for pedestrians and cyclists, connect to its natural
setting. On its shelves are a vast selection of
books related to the environment and sustainable development. The building also houses the
Centre d’exposition Lethbridge and museum
storage space for the Musée des maîtres et artisans du Québec.

Perte de signal ,
by Yannick Pouliot

ROSEMONT: ARTISTIC TENDENCIES
Steps away from the Rosemont metro station is the new bibliothèque Marc-Favreau, named
in honour of the man who portrayed Sol, Québec’s famous clown. Its impressive architecture,
deployed around a column displaying his image, was inspired by this legendary tramp who loved
words. Accessible and light-filled, the library space is crowned by a masterful chandelier created
from recycled materials and plumbing parts. Other artwork is distributed throughout. No need to
whisper! The modernity of the space is also apparent in its user-friendly ambience: eating, drinking
and talking are allowed.
Architects: D an Hanganu and
CBA Experts-conseils
Artwork: 	 Constellation en Sol ,
by Adad Hannah

NOTRE-DAME-DE-GRÂCE:
LIBRARY?
OR GRAND LIVING ROOM?
Since February 2016, the Centre culturel
de Notre-Dame-de-Grâce has housed the
new bibliothèque Benny, a reading space
designed by its architects to be lively and
inviting. A large common space invites
users to act like they are in grand public
living space, and an interior courtyard can
be transformed into performance-based
under the stars. A place for literature, of
course, but especially a neighbourhood
meeting space.
Architects: A telier Big City/
Fichten Soiferman et
associés/L’ŒUF
Artwork: 	 Chromazone ,
by Hal Ingberg
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MARINERS’ HOUSE:
WHEN ARCHITECTURE
ENCOUNTERS
ARCHAEOLOGY
A true architectural jewel in the heart of Old
Montréal, the Mariners’ House has housed the
fifth exhibition pavilion of the Musée Pointe-àCallière since 2012.
Constructed in 1862 at the corner of place
D’Youville and place Royale, today the building
is the setting for archaeological and historical
discoveries. Major exhibitions, conferences and
special events are presented there. Its signature
activity: Archéo-aventure, a simulation of an
archaeological dig.
And why was it called Mariners’ House? Because,
during the 1950s and 1960s, hundreds of thousands of sailors who docked in Montréal used the
building as a kind of home away from home, with
bedrooms, cafeteria, chapels, post office, money
changing, doctors and barbers—not to mention
rooms for relaxing, games and concerts, etc.
The Museum acquired the building in 2004 and
transformed it a few years later into an architectural and cultural success that attracts more than
350,000 visitors each year.

Photo: Caroline Bergeron
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A GIANT PIPE ORGAN
IN THE MUSIC LOVERS’ PARADISE
The instrument, donated by Madame Jacqueline Desmarais, could not have
found a more beautiful home then the Maison symphonique. Inaugurated
in 2011, the Place des Arts auditorium is one of the largest concert halls in
the world and can accommodate up to 2100 spectators, 200 singers and 120
musicians.

The Maison symphonique has housed the Pierre-Béique grand organ,
designed by the celebrated Québec firm Casavant Frères, since 2014.
Named in honour of Pierre Béique, founder and first Executive Director of
the Orchestre symphonique de Montréal (OSM), the organ is not just a
musical instrument, it is also a work of art. Sixteen metres tall, the structure
weighs more than 25 tonnes, and includes 109 stops, 83 sets, 116 ranks and
6,489 pipes. One unusual characteristic is that the organ includes pipes en
chamade which is a small rank of pipes installed horizontally. Architectural
firms Diamond Schmitt and Ædifica contributed to its visual signature,
running the pipes along the wall to evoke the shape of a sound wave.

Well-known for its intimate ambience and superior acoustics, the hall is a
worthy setting for the elegance and rich sounds of the Grand Orgue. The
sounds of pleasure!

POETRY RIDES THE METRO
The Festival de la poésie de Montréal (FPM) has found an original way
to bring poetry into Montrealers’ daily life. In November and December
2017, its Poésie Go! event presented transit users with the original
creations of 12 poets, interpreted by four actors and offered in 18 metro
stations.

To listen to these two-to-three minute audio files, users simply downloaded onto their smart phones a free application that connected to the
broadcast terminals. This collaboration of FPM, the Magnéto non-profit
organization and the Société de transport de Montréal transported
travellers into an unusual cultural experience, bringing a window onto
poetry into their daily life.
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A FACELIFT FOR THEATRES
Constructed from the 1950s to the 1980s, several Montréal playhouses have been showing their age. Renovations were needed to
provide venues for creation and performance that meet the contemporary needs of Montréal’s illustrious theatre programming.

65 AND NO WRINKLES!
Founded in 1951, the Théâtre du Nouveau Monde (TNM) is one of Montréal’s oldest theatres. Its marquee has dominated bustling rue
Sainte-Catherine for more than 65 years. The establishment was first renovated in 1996 and will soon be rejuvenated once more. The
planned expansion and renovations will allow TNM to adapt to the growing technical challenges of today’s theatre practice.

THE QUAT’SOUS REINVENTED

Théâtre du Rideau Vert
Photo: François Laplante Delagrave

Its building demolished in February 2008, the Théâtre de Quat’Sous was entirely reconstructed the following year. It is now a completely
new building bathed in light. At the same location (the corner of des Pins and Coloniale avenues), the new Quat’Sous was designed to maintain the intimacy of its 170-seat performance hall, but with increased comfort. The theatre, founded by the legendary Paul Buissonneau, has
lost nothing of its venerable soul and now has a large rehearsal space on the second floor, to the delight of its artists.
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Two years’ work has given new life to the 800-seat
main hall of the Théâtre Denise-Pelletier. Many
changes have been made to this former neighbourhood cinema, the théâtre Granada, which
was constructed in 1928: the slope of the floor of
the main hall, enlargement of the stage, updating
of the senior equipment, renovation of the salle
Fred-Barry. The original façade and decor, which
date from the 1930s, were also spruced up.
A REJUVENATED UNICORN
The Théâtre La Licorne is a favourite of a relatively young audience, passionate about punchy
Québec and English plays. The popular theatre on
avenue Papineau completely renovated its facilities in 2009, to the great pleasure of members of
the public who appreciate the novel and avantgarde. Its second hall has been converted into
a modern and flexible space that can accommodate up to 114 spectators, while the main hall has
a capacity of 227. Especially impressive is the fact
that, now, at La Licorne, spectators can stay for
a drink afterwards to discuss the performance in
the delightful hubbub of its new lounge.

Espace GO
Photo: Caroline Laberge

SPLENDOUR RETURNS TO THE THÉÂTRE
DENISE-PELLETIER

After an initial round of renovations in 2010, the
Théâtre d’Aujourd’hui will also be redesigning
its lobby and ticketing facility. Espace GO, on
boulevard Saint-Laurent, has also been recently
transformed, modernizing its facilities and enlarging its offices and creative spaces. In the coming
months, similar work will be done at the Théâtre
du Rideau Vert and the National Theatre School
of Canada

Théâtre du Nouveau Monde
Photo: Yves Renaud

AND THAT’S NOT ALL…

WHEN URBANITY MEETS
INDIGENOUS ART
While Indigenous arts have only recently become
visible and accessible on the art market, their
fame is increasing and has found a home at the
Ashukan Cultural Space, located in Old Montréal.
Founded in 2015, this exhibition centre has
rapidly become an essential place for dialogue
between cultures. It is the fruit of determined
efforts by Nadine St-Louis, an AlgonquinMétis. Who better to create a bridge between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous cultures?

This space, bridging traditional art and contemporary work and managed by Sacred Fire
Productions, is open as much to the general
public as to Indigenous artists seeking to perfect
their skills, who come here for training or to
participate in discussions.
June is particularly busy, due to the Mixed Arts
Festival—a symposium of painting and cultural
exchanges. The Ashukan Cultural Space also
offers a full year of exhibitions that are characterized by fruitful interdisciplinarity, with space for
paintings, as well as for sculpture and digital art.

Photo: Ashukan Cultural Space

WHERE COMMUNITY IDENTITY COMES TO LIFE
In the heart of the boroughs of Pointe-aux-Trembles
and Rosemont–La Petite-Patrie, respectively, two
sites allow Montrealers to feel the soul of their
neighbourhoods: Parc du Vieux-Moulin de Pointeaux-Trembles and place Shamrock.
Playful animation, multimedia projects, interpretive trail and a lookout provide an exceptional
setting for the beautiful Vieux-Moulin de Pointeaux-Trembles, one of the last windmills in Québec.

Worth a visit for sure! The architecture of the
windmill is an icon of the preindustrial era. It can
be fully admired since other structures which once
camouflaged it were removed in 2009. Erected
by the Sulpicians in 1720, and classified as an
archaeological property in 1983, today the windmill is a heritage interpretation centre. In addition
to this cultural experience, the park also offers the
pleasures of an enchanting natural setting along
the river.
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Parc du Vieux Moulin de Pointe-aux-Trembles
Photo: Michel Pitre

In the heart of Petite-Italie, place Shamrock
connects boulevard Saint-Laurent to marché JeanTalon. The design of this public plaza is quite
distinctive: shades of red cover the ground on
which sits a variety of wood furniture, including
benches, swings and a mechanical carousel.
People come here to relax or to be entertained by
a variety of events organized by the borough, in
close collaboration with its residents.

Photo: Vivien Gaumand

THE NEXT GENERATION IS GROWING IN FERTILE SOIL
LA SERRE is an artistic incubator that takes young artists under its wing,
offering them resources, creative spaces, a design studio and a co-working
space. Under the direction of Vincent de Repentigny and Jasmine Catudal,
this new creative hub provides an innovative model for Montréal’s artistic
ecosystem.

The OFTA festival, an offshoot of the Festival TransAmériques? That was them.
POSSIBLES, the citizen art event? Them too. The team of LA SERRE – arts
vivants has been offering remarkable artistic events in public spaces since
2016—shining a light on the work of young avant-garde artists with a concern
for political, pluralist and socially engaged art.
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CULTURAL SPACES STRONGLY CONNECTED TO THEIR NEIGHBOURHOOD
New exhibition spaces, new places for co-working, spanking new theatres: during the last decade, Montréal
has created new cultural spaces strongly rooted in their respective neighbourhoods.

MANY VISUAL ARTS OPPORTUNITIES
Montrealers who love the visual arts now have
three new spaces to add to their circuit. Let’s
start first with Le Plateau-Mont-Royal, at the
Livart exhibition space, located in what was
the presbytery of the Sanctuaire du Rosaire
(on rue Saint-Denis). Focusing on art of today
with a neighbourhood and local emphasis, the
space provides an opportunity for magnificent
encounters within its old walls. An impromptu
visit is likely to trigger a lively discussion with
the artists in residence.

Next, on to Griffintown, to the Arsenal art
contemporain Montréal. This gigantic exhibition space of 4,645 sq. m. (50,000 sq. ft.) sits
among other large spaces used for special
events and performances. With its post-industrial style, Arsenal is both part of the neighbourhood’s history and of the “here-and-now”.
Workers at this former naval yard would probably be surprised to see today’s avant-garde
exhibitions and grandiloquent pop operas.

Next destination: 1700 La Poste, a former post
office in the Sud-Ouest borough. Its transformation into a highly functional private space
to present visual arts was entirely financed
by Belgian artist and publisher Isabelle de
Mévius. This neoclassical-style building at
the corner of Notre-Dame and Richmond, now
presents the work of artists who rarely exhibit
in Montréal galleries. Its owner, who fell in
love with Montréal and its artistic daring, also
conceived the building as a space for discussions and encounters.

Le Livart
Photo: Nick Dey
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Million Dollar Quartet at the Segal Centre
Photo: André Lanthier

A SHARED WORKSPACE AND
AN EVENTS ROOM
Is it a co-working space? An urban laboratory?
A multipurpose room? Located in the magnificent Saint-Joseph heritage church, Salon 1861 is
a bit of all of that. It brings together entrepreneurs as well as cultural and community groups,
not to mention residents who enjoy collaborative efforts. An intersection of cultural worlds
and business, this is a space for new kinds of
innovation.

Aux Écuries
Photo: Christine Crépin, Ville de Montréal

BRAND-NEW THEATRES
A major setting for Montréal’s Anglophone and
Jewish cultures, the Segal Centre was previously
known as the Saidye Bronfman Centre. In 2008,
it was entirely reconstructed to offer two flexible
performance halls, one with 306 seats, while the
other can accommodate up to 180 people. The
main creative setting for the Dora Wasserman
Yiddish Theatre, it also houses rehearsal spaces
as well as design studios for sets and costumes.
The Segal Centre was financed primarily by
private funds, a prime example of the business
world’s support of the arts.
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In Villeray, the new Aux Écuries space opened
its doors in 2011 on rue Chabot, north of JeanTalon. Installed in spaces renovated by Les Deux
Mondes theatre company (with which it shares
the space), the young Aux Écuries theatre team
promotes the work of a new generation of the
theatre, and provides support for collaboration
and resource sharing. Its collective artistic direction encompasses members of seven theatre
companies, demonstrating a completely new
management model.
Throughout the city, these new spaces are shaking
up communities and opening new paths for
cutting-edge art.

ARCHITECT OF MONTRÉAL SUMMERS
It’s a perennial and effervescent trend: when
summer arrives, Montréal’s urban zones see
the emergence of a new kind of public space,
which welcomes cultural and festival activities, relaxation and even urban agriculture
From the Jardins Gamelin (adjacent to the
Berri-UQAM metro station) to the Village au
Pied-du-Courant (under the pont Jacques-

Cartier), not to mention downtown’s Marché
des ruelles, asphalt disappears under
flowers and tomato plants. Abandoned spots
are transformed into animated public places
through citizen initiatives—all with a participatory and ecological approach.

enviable position among cities experiencing what is called placemaking . The spaces
designed by this organization—such as
Les Jardineries, at the base of the Olympic
Stadium—are also transformed into places
for artistic creation and exhibition.

The architect of these new spaces is the La
Pépinère team. They place Montréal in an

Village au Pied-du-Courant
Photo: Jean-Michael Seminaro
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ÉDIFICE GASTON-MIRON BECOMES A
VIBRANT CREATIVE SPACE
With its imposing granite columns, 1210 rue Sherbrooke Est attracts admiring
glances from pedestrians as it solemnly welcomes its visitors. This magnificent heritage building in the neoclassical style was Montréal’s main library
branch for 88 years. It underwent an exceptional renaissance during the last
decade.
Renamed Édifice Gaston-Miron in 2009, a major restoration of the former
library has preserved its architectural heritage. Today its vast spaces are the
home of such institutions as the Conseil des arts de Montréal, Les Ballets
Jazz de Montréal and Le Grand Costumier. Exhibitions, conferences and
rehearsal spaces for artists are some of the building’s other uses.
Yannick Pouliot, Dialogue , 2017
Photo: Richard-Max Tremblay

In front of the edifice stands Dialogue , a sculpture by Yannick Pouliot,
installed in 2017. This eclectic assembly of different components represents
the architectural elements of the building façade, a nod to the work of the
brilliant poet who inspired the name for this unique building.
After more than a century of history, arts and culture continue to flourish in
Édifice Gaston-Miron.

MONTRÉAL MEMORIES
Immigrants have a unique view of their city, and thanks to them the city redefines itself and constantly enlarges its perspectives. The Mémoires
d’immigrations website cross-references their stories with older histories, connecting the realities of Montréal of yesteryear with those of
today’s pluriethnic city.
The platform is part of a larger site, Mémoires des Montréalais, coordinated by the Centre d’histoire de Montréal. This expanding virtual
space is devoted as much to heritage as to the history of institutions and people. The narrative of the city and its spaces are connected to stories
about the lives of Montrealers, whether born here or elsewhere.
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CREATION, TRAINING, PERFORMANCE:
RENOVATED SPACES

A few steps away from the quai de l’Horloge, Cirque Éloize carried
out a major renovation of the Gare Dalhousie. The former train
station has housed circus studios for almost 15 years. A costume
workshop, office space and technical equipment were also added.

New spaces for artistic creation and training continue to multiply in
the city. Here’s an overview of some of the spaces—which benefit
artists as well as citizens.

Internationally renowned for training in all circus disciplines, the
National Circus School renovated its spaces as well. The institution
began to offer comfortable and secure residences to its adolescent
students in 2010. It also has two new training studios.

National Circus School
Photo: Sylvie-Ann Paré
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SPACE AND FACILITIES FOR STUDENTS
In 2009, the Conservatoire de musique et d’art
dramatique du Québec completely renovated
its space, located in the heart of Le PlateauMont-Royal. The contemporary architecture of
the institution offers a light-filled environment,
thanks to the glass vault that tops the concourse.
It houses a concert hall and a theatre (each of
which has 225 seats), a rooftop terrace and a
great deal of specialized equipment.
Downtown’s Institut national de l’image et du
son (INIS) also made changes in 2012. The addition of new equipment to incorporate high-definition into production processes was a necessity for
an institution offering cutting-edge training!

Société des arts technologiques
Photo: Tourisme Montréal

DIGITAL CREATION LABORATORIES
Société des arts technologiques (SAT) is a
digital creation and delivery lab located on
boulevard Saint-Laurent. Its Satosphère opened
in October 2011. A truly immersive theatre,
the dome provides a 360° spherical projection
screen for up to 350 spectators, offering a transcendent sensory experience.

At a smaller scale, Benny Fab—housed since 2016
in the new library of the same name—is devoted
to citizen digital creation. This fab lab (fabrication laboratory), the first in Québec within a
public library, provides 3D printers, a vinyl cutter,
computers, cameras and robot equipment for all
types of creation. Users can also get advice for
the successful completion of their projects.

ESPACE VERRE’S FIRE STATION
Several old fire stations—important reminders of Montréal history—have been renovated for transformation into cultural centres. An example is old fire station number 21, in the Sud-Ouest borough, which
now houses Espace Verre—a centre for research, promotion and recognition of the glass arts. A major
renovation at the end of the last decade brought it up to current health and safety standards.
So many improvements and new spaces to stimulate Montréal creativity!

Espace Verre
Photo: Michel Dubreuil
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QUAI 5160: CULTURE
DROPS ANCHOR IN A NEW
PORT IN VERDUN
Established in the heart of the Verdun borough,
the new Maison de la culture Quai 5160 is
bathed in light. With its clean lines and exterior
landscaping designed to connect residents to the
river, Quai 5160, designed by Architectes FABG,
is more than just an address! An excellent place
for stopping to catch a performance in its sumptuous 300-seat hall, or to take in an exhibition or
a cultural outreach activity.
The first exhibition presented here highlighted the design and production process of
two exterior artworks installed at Quai 5160.
The first— Chorégraphies cartographiques , by
Josée Dubeau—was funded by the municipal
mural arts program. It is comprised of 50 brass
polygons installed on three exterior walls; the
pattern is akin to a cartography consisting of
corridors and compartments. Changing light
and perception cause the relationship between
figure and ground to invert. The second piece,
Archéologies , by Yann Pocreau, is composed
of a cube embedded in another. They balance
on the replica of an arrowhead, the original of
which, found not far from here, is believed to be
5,000 years old.

From top to bottom
Yann Pocreau, Archéologies , 2017
Photo: Guy L’Heureux
Josée Dubeau, Chorégraphies cartographiques , 2017
Photo: Guy L’Heureux, 2017
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ESPLANADE CLARK: IT’S BEGUN!
The highly awaited Esplanade Clark in the Quartier des spectacles will soon see the light of day. This joyful and inviting public space will replace
the vacant lot across the street from the Maison du développement durable, between rue Sainte-Catherine ouest and boulevard de Maisonneuve.

Renderings: Fauteux et associés, Architectes paysagiste

Work on esplanade Clark will start in 2018. In the winter, the food kiosks, comfortable furniture, and green islands of this vast urban terrace will
give way to a refrigerated skating rink, offering year-round enjoyment. A multifunctional structure will house inviting spaces for relaxation and a
charming restaurant. The space will also offer activities for everyone, not to forget visitor services: cloak rooms, washrooms, a place for nursing
infants, etc.

A MASTERFUL
REDESIGN OF THE CITY
GATEWAY

Two monumental public artworks now
grace this prestigious city entrance.
Source, by Jaume Plensa, underlines the
importance of water in the city’s history,
with a nod not only to fluidity and creativity, but also to cycles of movement
and renewal. Something unusual: this
work was commissioned by the ChrétienDesmarais family and is now on loan to
the city for 25 years.

Jaume Plensa, Source , 2017
Photo: David Giral

Thanks to the Bonaventure project, one
of the major entranceways to the heart of
the metropolis has taken on a completely
new look. A wide boulevard replacing the
former elevated autoroute now connects
two previously isolated neighbourhoods.
The project to create an inviting, functional and safe road completely changed
this part of downtown.

Michel de Broin, Dendrites , 2017
Photo : Michel de Broin

Dendrites , by Michel de Broin, makes reference to neuron
networks and cerebral stimuli. Visitors can climb this
welcoming and unusual piece, which symbolizes the human
desire to ascend and invites us to observe all the energy of
the city.

THE KM3 PUBLIC ART WALK:
SEE THE CITY IN A NEW LIGHT
KM 3 is an initiative of the Partenariat du Quartier
des spectacles. It was a gift from the gouvernement du Québec to the city for the 375th anniversary of the founding of Montréal.
With KM 3 , the Quartier des spectacles has been
transformed into a playground for creators from
here and abroad.
About 20 surprising and audacious pieces and
installations—most of which were designed
especially for Montréal—have taken over
façades, plazas, sidewalks and display windows.
Monumental or human-scaled, participatory or
contemplative, they reflect the capacity of their
creators to take risks and express their sensibilities regarding urban life.
Two of the pieces donated by the gouvernement
du Québec were the result of a competition by
the Bureau d’art public de Montréal and will be
permanently installed in the Quartier des spectacles. Paquets de lumière , by Gilles Mihalcean,
is a triptych of dancing figures. Each figure is
composed of the same six objects, organized
and assembled in different ways. Lux Obscura ,
by Jonathan Villeneuve, contrasts two pieces
which seem to chase each other but never meet:
a chiaroscuro homage to film noir.
Jonathan Villeneuve, Lux Obscura , 2017
Photo: David Giral

CIRQUE ÉLOIZE VISITS NEIGHBOURHOODS
Last summer, the Grande Tournée festivities
attracted crowds. Under the artistic direction of
the celebrated Cirque Éloize, every Montréal
neighbourhood had its moment in the spotlight.
During 19 weekends, dancers, acrobats, musicians, visual artists, storytellers, animators and
cooks took over the streets of the city, one neighbourhood at a time! On the program: L’heure
magique a performance by Cirque Éloize, as well
Gilles Mihalcean, Paquets de lumière , 2017
Photo: Ville de Montréal
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as a profusion of events and activities in a carnival-like setting.
With the theme “creating bridges”, the festivities showed Montrealers the particular richness of their neighbourhood and the diversity
of surrounding neighbourhoods. This warm
approach provided an opportunity for memorable personal and artistic encounters.

Lachine borough
Photo: Ville de Montréal

A LEGACY OF THE
375th: EFFERVESCENT
NEIGHBOURHOODS
Celebrations for Montréal’s 375th anniversary
have left the boroughs with permanent facilities,
such as revitalized public spaces and promenades
to improve access to the River. These projects
have changed the face of our neighbourhoods.
HIGHLIGHTING HISTORY
In the Sud-Ouest borough, a commemorative
tour invites passersby to recall the neighbourhood’s history. A mobile app, together with
descriptive panels throughout the borough,
offers the public the chance to live an experience
that is both fun and instructive.

In Lachine, one of the first parishes on the island,
the brand-new Parcours lumière focuses on the
borough’s most beautiful heritage buildings,
such as the Saints-Anges Church, the Vieille
brasserie, and the Fur Trade at Lachine National
Historic Site.
History is also very much in evidence in Villeray–
Saint-Michel–Parc-Extension. Faisceaux d’histoire,
a light installation created by ATOMIC3, features
the connective importance of four iconic sites in
the borough. Railway tracks and ties, routes and
crossroads are featured, evoking the neighbourhood’s soul.

ATOMIC3, Faisceaux d’histoire , 2017
Villeray–Saint-Michel–Parc-Extension borough

REDISCOVER THE RIVER
Intrinsically linked to Montréal history, the
Saint-Lawrence River has not been neglected. In
Pointe-aux-Trembles, a new vista point offers an
impressive River panorama. This platform, which
can also handle events and performances of
various kinds, will help revitalize the borough’s
heritage district. In LaSalle, waterfront parc
Marie-Claire-Kirkland-Casgrain has also been
renewed. Picnic areas, a waterfront walkway and
a landscaped vista point offer an opportunity for
relaxation and contemplation.

Le Sud-Ouest borough
Photo: Ville de Montréal
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PARKS AND SQUARES
Residents of the Saint-Laurent borough can now
enjoy a new public place, designed after public
input. Located steps away from the Côte-Vertu
metro station, place Rodolphe-Rousseau is a true
meeting place. In Notre-Dame-de-Grâce, parc
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce and parc Kent are being
beautified, illustrating the continuing dialogue
between the two founding neighbourhoods of the
borough.
In Saint-Léonard, parc Wilfrid-Bastien has gained an
outdoor cultural space with room for 2,000 people.
Residents can enjoy performances by amateur and
professional artists. Next to the Anjou borough
building is a new plaza, place des Angevins. In
addition to a stage, benches and picnic tables are
part of a space allocated to relaxation and reading.

From left to right and from top to bottom
Photo: Côte-des-Neiges–Notre-Dame-de-Grâce borough
LaSalle borough
Photo: Ville de Montréal
Rivière-des-Prairies–Pointe-aux-Trembles borough
Photo: Ville de Montréal
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Place des Tisserandes, in Hochelaga-Maisonneuve,
is a new place for socializing. In addition to
marking the parish’s 350 years of involvement with
the neighbourhood, the space hosts cultural and
community events, including a seasonal public
market.
The Ahuntsic-Cartierville borough will offer a new
visitor centre, the first to receive LEED Gold certification. Offering an unrestricted view of the rivière
des Prairies, this structure, open year-round, allows
everyone to discover the parcours Gouin.
Each of these projects reflects citizen involvement
in the construction of the city of tomorrow. These
spaces are a reflection of the citizenry: lively and
diverse.

A UNIFYING EXHIBITION IN
THE GOLDEN SQUARE MILE
From June 5 to October 29, 2017, under the initiative of the Montreal Museum
of Fine Arts (MMFA), rue Sherbrooke Ouest became an open-air art gallery.
Passersby could admire 42 photographs and 30 monumental sculptures in a
“peace walk” titled La Balade pour la Paix: an Open-air Museum.
Art with the theme of peace and humanism was installed along a one-kilometre stretch of sidewalk. Chosen to celebrate the 150th anniversary of
Confederation, the 50th anniversary of Expo 67 and Montréal’s 375th,
these creations by local and international artists provided an opportunity
for discovery and openness toward the world. For the exhibit, the flags of
200 countries and the 13 Canadian provinces and territories flew above
the street.
Connecting the MMFA’s new Pavilion for Peace, Concordia University, the
McCord Museum and McGill University, this unique exhibition brought new
vibrancy to the celebrated Golden Square Mile.
Photo: Denis Farley
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ARTWORK FLOURISHES IN CIRQUE DU SOLEIL GARDEN
headquarters in the Villeray–Saint-Michel–
Parc-Extension borough. The pieces have been
installed in a garden offered as a legacy of the
city’s 375th anniversary.
Remarkable creations—such as L’Enchantement,
by sculptor Armand Vaillancourt, Dans le jardin

du roi heureux , by Glen LeMesurier, and La
Contorsionniste (Philippe Allard) —constitute
the highlights of a new landscape design. Initially
designed for Cirque du Soleil employees, this
unique space is now open to the public. It also
includes a labyrinth and vegetable garden.

Andrew Rogers, Weightless 5, 2013
Photo: Michel Dubreuil © Cirque du Soleil

Andy Goldworty, The Arch , 1998
Photo: Michel Dubreuil © Cirque du soleil

Art collector Guy Laliberté has provided Cirque
du Soleil with a corporate art collection, which
now includes almost a thousand artistic creations
acquired over the years. As of summer 2017,
Montrealers can admire 16 sculptures from this
impressive collection at the Cirque du Soleil

PARC FRÉDÉRIC-BACK:
A HOMAGE TO NATURE
Converting an old quarry and landfill site
into a green space: this was the idea behind
Parc Frédéric-Back, officially inaugurated in
August 2017.
Located in the Villeray–Saint-Michel–ParcExtension borough, the site bears the name
of a well-known Montréal artist, who was also
an ardent defender of nature. The result is the
largest environmental rehabilitation project
ever undertaken in a North American city.
A large part of the park is dedicated to innovative design and art. An example is Anamnèse 1
+ 1, by Alain-Martin Richard, designed after
discussions with residents. A mass of aluminum
moulded onto bundles of compressed fabric

is accompanied by 30 pieces of limestone
arrayed on the site. On them appear images
and the thoughts of neighbourhood residents.
The spherical structures that cap the biogas
capture wells on the site also attract attention,
especially because they become phosphorescent at nightfall.
To mark the 375th anniversary of Montréal, in
2017 the municipal administration opened two
new sectors of this vast park: the Boisé Est and
the Parvis Papineau. Several performances and
activities were also organized. The park will
continue to evolve over time and will provide
new surprises for Montrealers.

Alain-Martin Richard, Anamèse 1+1, 2017
Photo: David Giral

NINETEEN BOROUGHS, A MILLION POINTS OF VIEW
It’s well known: Art greatly enlarges our
perspective. So when all the Maisons de la
culture (municipal cultural centres) decide to
get together to promote the diversity of visual
and digital arts in Montréal the result is Un
million d’horizons .
This vast initiative of the Accès culture
network was designed to proudly celebrate
the 375th anniversary of the metropolis, from
R i v ière - des- Prairies– Pointe -au x-Trembles
to Pierrefonds-Roxboro, not to forget Le
Plateau-Mont-Royal.

32 exhibitions of multidisciplinary artists and
a plethora of activities. Inspired by the land,
history and poetry, the exhibits allow the
public to become familiar with various creative
techniques and creative processes. Whether
graphic books or collaborative cartography,
each activity provided a perspective on a
singular universe, opening up new horizons to
the participants.
The initiative won a Grafika prize, awarded by
the Infopresse company, for the originality of
its visual identity.

As a result, Montrealers of all ages enjoyed
Sabrina Ratté, Escales , 2015
Photo: Sabrina Ratté
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